Submissions R v Barry Futter – 18th October 2018
Att: His Honour Judge Rory Ellis
Your honour
In this submission, I would like to outline the legal ontology that has blatantly not been
ALLOWED to facilitate correct and just change.
For decades the lie about Cannabis permeated the world via the UN narcotics act. When the
Australian government undertook to finally open the pathways for the truth to become
evident, their negligence became very apparent.
They purposefully continued to follow unfounded lies and ‘start’ the process of change to a
corporate controlled unlawful and very deceitful agenda. Even though they were prompted
and contacted by many many experts to the facts of the plant, they still chose to lie to the
public and hinder the truth becoming correctly known to the people of Australia. As public
servants in their roles, they failed to change law with regard to the existing system so well
protected by lies. There lies the criminality.
At first, they changed the Cannabis component THC from schedule 9 to schedule 8. They also
changed Cannabis component CBD from schedule 9 to schedule 4. All the while, stalling and
continuing to ignore the facts of not only the truth about the plant, but also only opening the
pathways for HUGE corporate control of a ‘life necessity’. This is not the way a government
should act. What is even more disheartening is the inability to access and make proper
changes to the legal system, to leave it outdated and in a huge inept embarrassing position of
finding ‘justice’, when the only way was to listen to truth after proper research. Lining one’s
own pockets via shares, stocks and stalling tactics while people suffer ought to be on TRIAL
here.
I grew medicinal cannabis to be used for natural medicine. In the term of legal law, I am
‘guilty’, in the term of Gods law I am responsible. That is a responsibility I will happily carry. “If
God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent
Him.” Voltaire
I supplied plants to the many REALLY needy of my fellow human beings. That is a responseability I will happily carry.
I will do all in my power to assist change from a clear conscience (a meaning many have no
knowledge or respect of). That is a ‘guilt’ I will happily carry.
The damage caused by continued disregard for truth, has caused too many families and
communities’ huge amounts of struggle and despair, this is a criminal act of the greatest
degree.

Children have been disgracefully ripped away from their parents.
Mothers and fathers have buried their children as allopathic methods of medicine are based
on lies.
I/we have witnessed suffering and death to many thousands, way beyond what we are
supposed to endure when governed by correct humane laws, the government is not clever
enough or just plainly corrupt to see the simplistic truth of this plant.
Drs are completely uneducated on the truths of Cannabis and are NOT INSURED TO PRESCRIBE
IT, so how the government’s stupid latest and best legislation band aid is supposed to work is
unfathomable, unworkable, illogical, and plainly in-humane.
I am bound by Gods law first when it comes to dealing with fellow human beings. I am bound
by conscience and truth, the underpinning of any intelligent humane society.
Our legal system is based on Scriptural law, therefore when IT is not followed, we have a DUTY
to correct.
The present system to ‘police’ this insanity is not constitutional, it is not lawful, it has never
been fully addressed because of enSUEing legal and accountability issues that arise when truth
does.
To have a suffering populace be offered the tantalising hope of relief, to then have corporate
corrupt politicians deny this very hope created by an agenda driven media deny that, to then
having several jailed, and many put through huge health, emotional and financial stresses way
beyond comprehension in a supposed intelligent society, is a sad indictment to the intelligence
of the legal and medical system.
To further the resistance to change by not allowing TRUTH to rise, ACCOUNTABILITY of the
highest order should be demanded in a rational advanced society.
I must also say your honour, that to have the DPP insist that huge amounts of necessary
evidence be suppressed in a jury trial is way beyond reason. It may be as there is actually no
crime here .. the traffic and misuse act is not the correct breach, or in layman’s terms, there is
actually no law around growing medicinal cannabis as it is actually now not a poison but rather
a medicine. Interesting how Cannabis has not changed, humans basically are all the same
biologically, so the only change then is the change from lies to truth …? Logic
To further emphasize this dilemma that the legislators have created, every time there has
been a national survey via TV, media and relevant bodies, the 90% or more for cannabis re-

legalization vote has never been considered by the legislators. This is a national disgrace and
shows the ineptness of Law. While many SUFFER!!
There are many countries and states within the USA that have re-legalized and/or
decriminalised, Israel, Spain, Holland, France, Zimbabwe, Colorado, Washington, Oregon,
California, Washington DC, Alaska and other states, and more recently the Republic of South
Africa, Canada, Uruguay and several other countries have seen the truth around the Cannabis
issue and then DUTIFULLY changed the laws.
Yet once again your Honour I am needing to finalize this submission. Have attached
testimonies and one which has a usb stick.
I hope to have one more in to you by 24th.
Thank you
BJ Futter

